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Speech Recognition

Abstract
This study investigates the offline transcription capabilities of the Android Speech Recognition
Engine (ASRE). The need for this study comes from an original specification for an application to
be used to prevent illegal logging in the Amazon rainforest. Recognition of a set of spoken words
and phrases was tested under controlled conditions in a recording studio using varying levels of
background noise. The results indicate that the ASRE can properly transcribe digits, parts of digits,
and strings, but that cannot properly transcribe continuous text. The study finds that the ASRE
could meet the needs of the original project specification and can be used to help prevent illegal
logging in the Amazon rainforest.

Sammanfattning
Denna studie undersöker möjligheten till röstigenkänning i offlineläge hos Androids
röstigenkänningsmotor (ASRE). Studien behövs som en del i ett projekt för att producera en
applikation för att förhindra illegal avverkning i Amazonområdet. Tester av ASREs förmåga gjordes
med ord och fraser under kontrollerade förhållanden i en inspelningsstudio med varierade nivåer av
bakgrundsljud. Resultaten visar att ASRE kan transkribera siffror, delar av siffror, och strängar, men
att den inte kan transkribera flytande text. Slutsatsen är att ASRE kan användas för att att uppfylla
originalspecifikationen och producera en applikation för att hjälpa till att förhindra illegal
avverkning i Amazonområdet.
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1. Background
Speech Recognition is defined as the automatic recognition of the spoken word and its translation
into text. In the case of Computer Science, this entails the utilization of recording equipment and
computing power in the form of algorithms to recognize speech and transcribe the spoken word into
text. Speech recognition systems are broadly classified into speaker independent or speaker
agnostic systems, and speaker dependent or speaker specific systems.

Speaker independent speech recognition systems constitute systems that for all purposes and intents
(ideally) do not differentiate between different types of speakers, whether it be on gender, age, or
cultural background. These systems generally operate by statistical comparisons of live voice input
patterns against learned proper samples. 

Speaker dependent systems operate differently. While a speaker independent system is per
definition a subset of a speaker dependent system, a speaker dependent system has far more
stringent requirements when it comes to statistical comparisons. While the former only has to
decide that someone is speaking, the latter also has to answer much harder question of “Who is
speaking?”

Speech recognition systems have a wide use in the modern information age. Applications include
many kinds of human computer interaction, entertainment, dictation, and the military. Speech
recognition systems are used in-car entertainment systems, where voice activated commands can
change and shuffle tracks, change volume settings and/or radio stations. They are also in use as
dictation systems, whereby a clerk, a doctor, or even an automated meeting recording system
recognizes and translates the spoken words into text. This transcribed information system is then
stored in an enterprise information system. Speech recognition systems are used in military aircraft,
where the systems function as an augmentation to the pilots' existing information systems.

Speaker recognition systems also have an equally wide use. The recognition of a specific speaker or
speaker biometrics is of specific interest to any industry requiring exact identification and
verification of credentials. These include the financial industry, which offers a substantial remote
and online service package in the form of online/telephone banking. It also includes surveillance
and forensics, as well as access control, which all rely on identifying who, where, what, and maybe
even why. Speaker recognition systems can be used for automatic and more precise diarization,
where the manual transcription of vast amounts of information would prove expensive or downright
unfeasible. 
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2. Introduction
The study originated from an international project aimed at the development of a system a system
capable of combatting illegal logging in the Amazon rainforest (see Appendix A). At the heart of
this scheme was the development of an RFID-tag that could be embedded into newly felled logs.
This RFID-tag was to be read by a bluetooth enabled RFID-reader, which in itself was to be
controlled by an application running on an embedded platform. A controller (inspection person) on
site would then enter some additional pieces of information into this embedded application, and all
available information, both entered and read, would then be sent off to a remote database and
registered for log validation purposes.

Since this information system was to be utilized in the middle of the Amazon rainforest, a very early
requirement was that the system was to operate even in the absence of an internet connection. An
Internet connection would be available for the burst transfer of data. It would however, not have
sufficient bandwidth or a low enough latency to enable instantaneous, real-time communication or
off-site processing of data. Since the input of parameters was to be done on site in the Amazon
rainforest, the system had to be capable of handling data input without a keyboard of any kind,
whether it be physical or touch-enabled on an embedded tablet or phone. Speech recognition offers
a viable solution to this problem.
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3. Problem Statement
This study investigates the performance of a commercial speech recognition system with no Internet
connection under adverse noise conditions. Specifically, the performance of the Android Speech
Recognition System in offline mode was investigated under simulated real-world conditions. The
spoken input was limited to the digits 0 to 9, certain strings, and paragraphs of text.
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4. The Experiment

4.1 Platform
The study focused on the Android Platform, specifically Android 4.4.2 KitKat. This platform was
chosen because of the existence of a first party, offline capable speech recognition engine and
because it was the latest version of Android available. It was determined very early that the iOS
platform was unsuitable to the project's requirements. Specifically, the closed nature of iOS and its
requirement for real-time communication with Apple for speech recognition made it unsuitable for
the project. 

At the time of the experiment, KitKat could be acquired preinstalled on the majority of android
devices manufactured in 2013, and installed as an over the air upgrade to Android devices
manufactured earlier. The platform supported several foreign languages in offline speech
recognition mode in the form of downloadable speech recognition language data. This feature
enabled offline speech recognition.

4.2 Input parameters
After the choice of platform, an experiment had to be devised to determine if the Android KitKat
speech recognition system was capable of recognizing the required speech elements under
simulated real-world conditions. To devise the experiment, the standard information to be entered
had to be determined. 

It was determined that the length, diameter, and type of log would be required. These would be
entered in the form of digits: length and diameter would be entered as a pair of three digits each,
and the type of log would be chosen from a numbered list. For the sake of completeness a limited
number of strings and paragraphs were also tested. This was due to the fact that the transcription of
strings and text was most likely to become a requirement at some future milestone in the rainforest
project.

4.3 Design
The experiment was devised to simulate real-world conditions that were likely to be encountered in
the field. Due to the lack of time however, certain compromises had to be made. 

For the sake of ease of execution, native American English was the language chosen for speech
recognition. Portuguese is the mother language of Brazil and thus of the Amazon rainforest, but the
difficulty of finding native Portuguese speakers necessitated this compromise.

A real sound experiment with ample time and resources would seek to test as many speakers and as
many languages as possible. This in order to produce reliable statistics that would be comparable to
the conditions in the field. Due to time and resource constraints, the experiment had to be satisfied
with the utilization of one speaker and the testing of one language. The experiment itself however,
was designed to be as rigorous as possible given the aforementioned time constraints. 
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4.4 Execution
The experiment was based around a rigorous test of the Android Speech Recognition Engine
(ASRE) in offline mode. Language packs with reference language data were downloaded for the
ASRE, and the wireless receiver on target device was turned off. The entire test was conducted
under controlled acoustic conditions in a quiet sound recording studio. Environmental and forest
noise was simulated by the use of white noise and babble talk.1

The test itself consisted of reading digits, strings, and continuous text while varying the background
noise level. Readings of white noise levels and babble talk noise levels were taken from a sound
level meter for every reading of the source material. All transcribed results were recorded on the
target transcription device, and detailed notes were taken at every reading. 

4.5 Setup
The test computer containing the recording
software and the written source of the digits
and strings to be read was situated in the
middle of the test bench (see Figure 1). There
was a loudspeaker on either side of the
computer. These were setup in stereo
formation. Each speaker had a built in
subwoofer. Notes were taken using the
computer during the experiment.

The sound level meter was set on A
weighting2 and placed vertically beside the
right speaker. The Android Tablet used for the
experiment (shown to the right of the computer) was held at a distance of about 15-25 cm from the
speaker's mouth during the experiment. An external microphone used to record the undisturbed
speech during an initial reference section is shown to the left.

During each reading of the source material, the noise level was set about 5 dB higher3 than the
specified level in order to compensate for the distance between the noise source (the speakers) and
the input device (the tablet). 

During the experiment, the subject sat on a chair in front of the computer. The Android tablet was
held at approximately midway between the computer and the speaker's mouth. Sound input was
captured with the tablet's built in microphone. During the course of the experiment, the ambient
noise level in the recording studio was very low, a consistent 27.0 dB(A). 

1 People talking in the background.
2 Sound level measurements using A weighting dB(A) gives values closer to perceived sound volume.
3 This was chosen because noise level decreases at roughly 5 dB/m in the near field of the dry acoustic conditions of 

the sound studio. This value was obtained from measurements of noise generated by computers at various set 
distances.
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4.6 Equipment
The sources of noise used in this experiment were the following:

• White Noise: Generated with Adobe Audition CC Version 6.0 Build 732 64-bit
• Babble Talk: A 9 hour recording taken from Youtube of people talking in the background

The target device was:

• Asus Nexus 7 2012 Edition 16GB Wifi
• Android KitKat 4.4.2
• ColorNote 3.9.x used for transcribing speech to text results

The target software on the text computer was:

• Adobe Audition CC along with standard microphone used for the recording of reference 
voice samples

• LibreOffice 4.2.x for taking notes of the experiment

4.7 Transcription Source
The source material used for transcription is listed in the following tables. The spoken digits, parts
of digits, and strings are sourced from the “International Radiotelephony Spelling Alphabet”
(Wikipedia, 2014). The continuous text is sourced from the monolog from Shakespeare's “As You
Like It,” as spoken by Jaques in Act II, Scene IV.
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Table 2: Strings source material

Letters
Letter String Letter String Letter String Letter String
A alfa H hotel O oscar V victor
B bravo I india P papa W whiskey
C charlie J juliett Q quebec X x-ray
D delta K kilo R romeo Y yankee
E echo L lima S sierra Z zulu
F foxtrot M mike T tango - dash
G golf N november U uniform

Table 1: Digits source material

Digits
Digit String Digit String

0 zero 7 seven
1 one 8 eight
2 two 9 nine
3 three 100 hundred
4 four 1000 thousand
5 five . (decimal point) Point
6 six . (full stop) Stop
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Text
All the world's a stage,

And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances,

And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. At first, the infant,

Mewling and puking in the nurse's arms.
Then the whining schoolboy, with his satchel
And shining morning face, creeping like snail

Unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad

Made to his mistress' eyebrow. Then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honor, sudden and quick in quarrel,

Seeking the bubble reputation

Even in the cannon's mouth. And then the justice,
In fair round belly with good capon lined,
With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws and modern instances;

And so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slippered pantaloon,

With spectacles on nose and pouch on side;
His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank, and his big manly voice,

Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,

That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness and mere oblivion,

Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything. 

Table 3: Continuous text source material
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5. Transcription Sessions
The experiment itself consisted of reading the source material into the tablet in three transcription
sessions. All source material as transcribed by the Android Speech Recognition Engine (ASRE) of
the Android 4.4.2 KitKat Operating System was recorded into plain text files using the ColorNote
3.9.x application at each level of background noise. At each noise level notes containing
observations of each reading were also made on the computer using LibreOffice 4.2.x. 

5.1 Reference Session
An initial reference session was conducted under ideal acoustic conditions (no background noise) to
establish a baseline in ASRE transcription performance.

The first part of the reference session involved the reading of the entire source material, using an
external microphone to record the baseline sound samples using Adobe Audition CC. The baseline
recording was done for reference purposes and as source of comparison for possible recordings
made at levels with varying background noise. 

The second part of the reference session involved reading the entire source material into the
Android Tablet with the help of the tablet's built in microphone and watching the ASRE transcribe
the material into a note in the ColorNote application. During this session it quickly became obvious
that the ASRE had major difficulties in recognizing continuous text. Therefore, only digits, parts of
digits, and strings were used for the subsequent transcription sessions.

5.2 White Noise Session
This session involved reading the parts of the source material, the parts consisting of digits, parts of
digits, and strings into the Android Tablet for increasing 5 dB levels of white noise starting at 30
dB(A) until a cutoff point, at which recognition failed (see Section 6). The white noise was
continuously generated using Adobe Audition CC. 

5.3 Babble Talk Session
This session involved reading parts of the source material, the parts consisting of the digits, parts of
digits and the string into the Android Tablet for increasing 10 dB steps in levels of babble talk
starting at 30 dB(A). The selection of larger noise stepping intervals reflected an increase in
familiarity with the recording capabilities of the device. The exception was near the cutoff point of
the microphone as determined by the transcription session using white noise (see Table 5 and Table
6), where the increase was done in 5 dB intervals. 
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6. Results

6.1 Legend and Result Descriptions

The performance of the ASRE was evaluated on a 6-level scale (see Table 4). The performance
levels had the following characteristics:

5 – The number 5 signifies full recognition, with no effort made to clarify a digit, part of digit,
string, or sentence by either more careful pronunciation or increased speaker volume level. 

4 – The number 4 signifies a recognition of a similar word, for example Julia for the original input
of Juliett. 

3 – The number 3 signifies recognition, but only after an effort is made by the speaker in the form
of more careful pronunciation of the word, often combined with a higher than normal speaker
volume. A sample recognized in this matter probably would not be viable in the field use, since it
would most likely require multiple input attempts on the part of the input operator. 

2 – The number 2 signifies very imprecise recognition, often even in combination with more careful
pronunciation and higher input volume levels. This result signifies a result that would not be viable
in field use. 

1 – The number 1 signifies no recognition. This means either no transcription what so ever, or
transcription of something that is completely different to the spoken sample.

6 – The number 6 signifies a significant delay in transcription due to noise filtration. This state only
comes up in sessions with babble talk. This state signifies a significant delay in transcription
processing, most likely forcing a speaker to wait one to several seconds for transcription. This delay
thus makes the transcription of the spoken sample unusable in the field.

In the result tables (see tables 5-8) the numbers can be combined to signify multiple states. For
example, very imprecise recognition can occur, even when the speaker has made an attempt to make
a spoken sample more precise, for example with louder input volume – result 2, 3. A similar word
can be recognized, even when the speaker has made an effort to make a spoken sample more precise
– 3, 4, very imprecise or no recognition, 1, 2, and so on. 

Babble talk introduced occurrences of recognition after a significant delay, even after louder and
more precise pronunciation, 3, 6, and recognition of both similar words and full recognition, 4, 5.
This is due to the fluctuating nature of babble talk. Delayed recognition after purposeful
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Table 4: Results Legend

Legend
6 Recognizable Delay
5 Full Recognition
4 Recognition of similar word
3 Recognition with higher pitch and/or precision
2 Very Imprecise Recognition
1 No Recognition
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clarification by a speaker creates a situation where the ASRE is unusable in the field. Recognition
of a similar word due to fluctuating background talking conditions could be rectifiable by asking for
input validation and possible resubmission of a spoken sample on the part of the application
designer.

The column “Base” in the result tables signifies the baseline results of the reference session, where
voice input was done with no added background noise. These reference results are only included in
the results tables for White Noise. They can of course be used to compare with the transcription
results for babble talk.

6.2 White Noise
The following tables indicate the performance levels of the ASRE at varying levels of white noise
for digits, parts of digits, and strings (see Tables 5 and 6). 

The cutoff point for digits and parts of digits during the session using white noise was at 75 dB(A).
At this noise level the ASRE could no longer recognize any spoken samples.
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Table 5: Results for digits for varying levels of white noise

Digits White Noise
#/dB Base 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75

0 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 2, 3 1
1 5 5 5 2, 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
4 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
6 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
7 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
8 5 5 5 5 2, 3 2, 3 2, 3 2 2 2 1
9 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1

100 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1000 5 5 5 5 2, 3 3 3 2, 3 1 1 1
point 5 5 5 5 3 2, 3 3 3 3 3 1
stop 5 5 5 5 2, 3 3 2, 3 2, 3 1 1 1
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The cutoff point for strings during the session with white noise was at 75 dB(A). At this level of 
noise the ASRE could no longer recognize any spoken samples.
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Table 6: Results for strings for varying levels of white noise

Alphabet Strings White Noise
L String/dB Base 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
A alpha 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
B bravo 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
C charlie 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
D delta 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
Eecho 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 2, 3 2, 3 1 1
F foxtrot 5 5 5 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
G golf 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
H hotel 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
I india 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1

J juliett 4 4 4 4 4 2, 3 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 1
K kilo 5 5 4 4 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 1 1
L lima 5 5 3, 4 5 5 3 3, 4 3 1, 2 1, 2 1
M mike 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 2, 3 1
N november 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
O oscar 5 4 4 4 4 3, 4 2 1 1 1 1
Ppapa 5 5 5 5 5 3 3, 4 3 3 2, 3 1
Q quebec 5 5 2, 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
R romeo 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
Ssierra 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
T tango 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
U uniform 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
Vvictor 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 2, 3 1 1

W whiskey 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 2, 3 2, 3 1 1
Xx-ray 4 4 4 4 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 2, 3 1
Yyankee 5 5 4 4 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 3, 4 1
Z zulu 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
- dash 5 5 4, 5 1 4 3 3 2 1 1 1
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6.3 Babble Talk
Tables 7 and 8 indicate the performance levels of the ASRE at various levels of babble talk for 
digits, parts of digits, and strings. 

At 60 dB(A) the ASRE shows significant delays in transcription due to noise filtration. The cutoff
point for babble talk is at 65 dB(A). At this point the ASRE can no longer recognize any spoken
samples.
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Table 7: Results for digits for varying levels 
of babble talk

Digits Babble
#/dB 30 40 50 60 65 70

0 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
1 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
2 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
3 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
4 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
5 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
6 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
7 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
8 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
9 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1

100 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
1000 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
point 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
stop 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1

Table 8: Results for strings for varying levels of babble talk

Alphabet Strings Babble
L String/dB 30 40 50 60 65 70
A alpha 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
B bravo 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
C charlie 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
D delta 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
E echo 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
F foxtrot 1 1 1 3, 6 1 1
G golf 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
H hotel 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
I india 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1

J juliett 4 4 3, 4 3, 6 1 1
K kilo 4 4, 5 2, 3 3, 6 1 1
L lima 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
M mike 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
N november 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
O oscar 4 5 3 3, 6 1 1
P papa 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
Q quebec 4, 5 4, 5 1 3, 6 1 1
R romeo 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
S sierra 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
T tango 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
U uniform 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
V victor 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1

W whiskey 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
X x-ray 4 4 2 3, 6 1 1
Y yankee 5 5 5 3, 6 1 1
Z zulu 1 1 1 3, 6 1 1
- dash 5 5 3 3, 6 1 1
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7. Analysis

7.1 White Noise
During the transcription sessions with white noise it quickly became obvious that the recognition of
digits was second to none under almost all noise conditions. The exception seemed to be the digit 8
which often got confused with hey or face from 45-50 dB(A) onwards. The compound digit 100
was picked up all the way to the cutoff point, while 1000, point, and stop started having problems at
around 45 dB(A) (see detailed results in Table 5).

The strings however painted a very different picture of the capabilities of the ASRE. From the very
beginning, the ASRE had problems with the words juliett, oscar, x-ray, and zulu. Juliett was
consistently recognized as julia or juliet, oscar was consistently recognized as oskar, x-ray was
always transcribed as x ray, and zulu was always transcribed as lulu or hulu. 

With increasing levels of background noise came increased errors in string detection. From about 35
dB(A) the ASRE would also misappropriate kilo as hilo. This continued until the cutoff point for
strings under white noise (see Table 6). The string quebec started getting recognition errors very
early, at around 40 dB(A). At the same noise level the ASRE also had difficulty correctly
transcribing the string foxtrot, and this difficulty persisted until the cutoff point (see Table 6).

From around 55 dB(A) the ASRE started having trouble with the string oscar, which was no longer
recognized even as a similar string. At about the same time the recognition of dash introduced
increased errors and recognition of similar strings, such as sas. The recognition of echo also started
producing errors, with the introduction of so and xo.

From approximately 50-55 dB(A) onwards more effort in the form of louder and more precise
pronunciation was required to get the ASRE to recognize any strings. With more careful voice input
the ASRE distinguished itself until about 65 dB(A). At 70 dB(A), which was approximately 5 dB
below the cutoff point for detection for the internal microphone (see Table 6), the ASRE produced
recognition errors with several input strings. 

7.2 Babble Talk
The recognition of digits under babble talk progressed along the same lines as the recognition of
digits under white noise. Due to the variable nature of babble talk, the requirement of louder and
more precise pronunciation begins earlier at approximately 50 dB(A). It should also be noted that
the ASRE probably has a background talk/noise filter of some kind, because at around 60 dB(A) the
ASRE spends a considerable amount of time filtering out background noise (see Table 7). At this
noise level the time taken for background noise filtration is around one second to a few seconds. 

The recognition of strings under babble talk also follows the same pattern as recognition under
white noise. The errors with the troublesome strings, namely foxtrot, juliett, kilo, oscar, quebec, x-
ray, and hulu, are still present and scale with the increasing levels of background noise. As with the
transcription of digits under babble talk, the need for louder and more precise pronunciation seems
to start earlier. As with the recognition of digits, there is a significant delay due to background talk
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and noise filtration at 60 dB(A), 5 dB below the cutoff point (see Table 8). This delay can range
from one second to several seconds depending on the string being processed.

7.3 Summary
The ASRE performs to satisfaction in the recognition of spoken digits, parts of digits, and strings. It
does so even with adverse background noise interference at the higher noise levels. The accuracy of
recognition decreases steadily with increasing noise levels up to the cutoff point(s). At the cutoff
point(s) recognition ceases completely. 
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8. Discussion
The ASRE performs well considering the equipment available. The tablet's internal microphone
performs well, especially considering that it probably was not designed to handle excess amounts of
background noise. It was probably not designed to handle either the vast amounts of white
background noise or the numerous and very loud background talkers present in babble talk. Neither
was it likely designed to handle sound input under the simulated real-world conditions that were
supposed to simulate a logging camp in the Amazon rainforest. 

The results support the conclusion that a native speaker could use the ASRE to produce accurate
transcription of digits, parts of digits, and strings. This would be possible under relatively mild
background noise conditions using the internal microphone and would most likely be possible under
most real-world conditions using active noise canceling input devices. Since standard noise
canceling microphones as well as contact microphones4 are available commercially, their use would
probably result in significantly improved transcription accuracy.

The ASRE is treated as a black box device throughout the experiment. The ASRE is probably using
some kind of statistical comparison between an input sample and a proper reference sample. The
ASRE then produces transcription results based on the outcome of these calculations. The existence
of downloadable language packs for offline language processing strongly supports this claim. 

The statistical calculations are most likely based on some form of Hidden Markov Model (Jurafsky,
D. & Martin, 2008, p. 175). The actual implementation and design of the underlying algorithm is
unknown. An accurate assessment and positive identification of the implementation would entail a
comparison between the ASRE and a clean-room engineering sample.

The ASRE also seems to use some very efficient noise filtering algorithms. Their use is only
supported by empirical evidence – the ASRE spends several seconds filtering out babble talk during
the babble session's later stages. This was especially apparent just below the cutoff point (see Table
7 and Table 8).

The noise canceling algorithm(s) used also constitute a black box. There are several popular noise
filtering algorithms in use (Beigi, H., 2010, p. 561). The ASRE might use “Cepstral Mean
Normalization,” since this algorithm is good at filtering out excess background noise. A definitive
answer however, would again require a comparison between the ASRE and a clean-room
engineering sample. 

The ASRE probably does not use neural networks. In speech and speaker recognition neural
networks require a high level of parallelism in order to effectively process calculations. The
component best suited for statistical calculations on the tablet platform is the onboard GPU. After
almost a day of testing, the battery drain on the tablet was a mere 10%. An active GPU would
consume several times more power, effectively draining the tablet's battery before tests were
complete. This however, did not occur. Thus the empirical evidence suggests that the ASRE does
not use neural networks.

4 Microphones that detect sound from inside the body, most likely by being in direct contact with the body.
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8.1 Weaknesses in the Method
The experiment had to be completed using limited manpower, hardware availability, and time.
Therefore, there are several deficiencies in the method that should be discussed. 

First and foremost, the a weakness of the current method is that it relies on the results of only one
speaker. There was also only one language tested, native American English. There was a plan to
conduct the experiment with many different native speakers from several countries. Efforts were
made to find native speakers from Brazil, France, China, et al. The sessions with one speaker
however took more time than expected – so much time in fact that it was hard to find test subjects
with enough time to devote to the transcription sessions. 

Secondly, the tests were only done under simulated real-world conditions in a quiet sound recording
studio with artificially generated noise, and not under real-world conditions using portable sound
and noise testing apparatus. There was a plan for conducting field tests, but the time taken by the
studio sessions made further time allocation difficult. 

Finally, a case could be made for the absence of external microphones, especially microphones with
active noise cancellation and/or contact microphones. The lack of input from external microphones
was due to lack of hardware support in the Nexus 7 2012 tablet. External microphones could be
connected to several Android KitKat smartphones. These were however not available at the time of
the experiments.
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9. Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that it is feasible to use the Android Speech Recognition Engine
with no Internet connection under adverse noise conditions. The ASRE performs to satisfaction in
offline mode in the recognition of the spoken digits 0 to 9 and also certain strings under simulated
real-world conditions. It does not perform to satisfaction in the recognition of paragraphs of text
under such conditions. 

The Android Speech Recognition Engine is definitely powerful enough to recognize individual
digits in offline mode, even under the adverse noise conditions of white noise and babble talk. With
the help of active, external input devices, an application could be developed that could meet the
needs of the original project specification. An application could be developed to help prevent illegal
logging in the Amazon rainforest.
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10. Further Development and Research
Several aspects of the report have already touched upon areas of possible improvement. In the
future, testing should be conducted on Android devices capable of accepting input from external,
active, noise canceling input devices. Sessions should be conducted with as many native speakers as
possible, and tests should be conducted in the field, and possibly on-site in the Amazon rainforest. 

A future project may also wish to implement the entire data collecting application for testing
purposes. This entails the creation of an Android application that:

1. Is capable of reading RFID-data from a bluetooth enabled RFID-reader
2. Is capable of using sound input for transcription and possibly application navigation
3. Is capable of using the Android Text to Speech Engine for application feedback
4. Is capable for storing all read and transcribed information for possible further transmission

The implemented application would then have to undergo strenuous testing, including field testing
in loggers camps in Brazil, Indonesia, and/or China.

There could also be a more in-depth investigation into the Android Speech Recognition Engine.
This could be done for the purposes of speech recognition engine refinement and/or reverse
engineering. The technical skills required to develop a clean-room engineering sample for
comparison purposes however, would most likely require substantial engineering resources.
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A. Appendix A
(Project Specification on next page.)
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Exjobb: Verktyg som försvårar illegal avverkning 

     

Annual value of illegal logging compared with other activities (left), harvesting (middle) and transportation (right)1 

Mål: Framtagning och utvärdering av en app att mata in stockdata kombinerad 
med RFID‐kod från en Blue‐tooth läsare och säkert flytta informationen till 
en global databas (på SP). 
 
Bakgrund:  SP  verkar  sedan  2012  för  brasiliansk‐svenska  samarbetsprojekt. 
Ett  avser  att  demonstrera  teknik  som  försvårar  illegal  avverkning  i 
Amazonområdet (www.bwz.se/sp/b.aspx?vi=12&vid=665&ucrc=B2FFE284) och bygger 
på  RFID‐teknik  från  projektet  Indisputable  key(www.indisputablekey.com) 
samt på idén att alla legala stockar skall vara RFID‐märkta. 
 
Exjobbet  kommer  att  utföras  på  SP  Trä  i  Stockholm  i  samarbete  med  olika 
representanter i ett planerat Svenskt‐Brasilianskt projekt att minska den 
illegala avverkningen i Amazonas. 
 
Handledare på KTH:   Karl Meinke 
Omfattning:   20p 
Nyckelord:  Applikation (App), RFID (Radio frequency 

Identification), illegal avverkning 
Ämnesområden:  Datateknik, Elektroteknik 
Genomförandeperiod:  Så snart som möjligt 
Företag/Organisation:  SP Trätek 
Kategori:    FoU‐högskoleinstitution/institut 
Antal anställda:  Drygt 1300 totalt på SP, på SP Trä ca 80. 
Kontaktperson:  Richard Uusijärvi 
Postadress:   Box 5609 
Postnummer:   114 86 
Ort:    Stockholm 
Telefon:    010 516 62 22 
E‐postadress:  richard.uusijarvi@sp.se 

                                                            
1 www.unep.org/pdf/RRAlogging_english_scr.pdf, Green Carbon Black Trade  ISBN: 978‐82‐7701‐102‐8 (2012)  
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